
Below I give some scientific material intended for anyone being questioned on some of Dr 

Mark Perlin's comments. 

Mark Perlin's talk in Indiana 

 

https://www.cybgen.com/information/presentations/2016/IPAC/Perlin-DNA-TrueAllele-statistical-analysis-

probabilistic-genotyping/page.shtml#Mixtures: Problem & Solution 

 

 

Different labs have implemented STRmix differently.  The 

workflow described by Perlin, however, is indeed one in use at 

some labs.  To get a positive STRmix report, the human and 

software must both decide inclusion separately.    The human 

operator may also decide on an exclusion.  I cannot see an 

issue with that.  It is preferable to trusting the software alone.  

Do you want a pilot and autopilot or are you happy to fly in a 

pilotless plane?   

 

The "choose data" section is also a bit disingenuous. I'm not 

comfortable with Perlin’s assertion of software limits and 

human bias.  This is standard analysis of the electropherogram 

in, say, genemapper, genemaker or Osiris.  STRmix, however, 

needs pull-up, spikes, and any double back stutter removed at analysis.  We currently utilise a lab-validated AT.  

This is standard and what has been happening for the past 20 years.  Analysis is done without reference to the POI's 

profile and should not introduce bias.   

 

TrueAllele also requires human management of pull-up and artefacts.  It has some additional subjectivities.  For 

example, one needs to decide if the MCMC chains are well-mixed or rope-like.  He has also set the minimum LR at 

a locus as 0.01.  While I take no issue with these decisions, we should not pretend they are objective.   

 

For the record, I reprise some basic material from the university days.  Subjectivity does not necessarily imply bias, 

while objectivity does not guarantee being unbiased.   

2017 meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences 

 

https://www.cybgen.com/information/presentations/2017/AAFS/Perlin-Hughes-On-the-threshold-of-injustice-

manipulating-DNA-evidence/page.shtml 

 

There are subjective choices in both TrueAllele and STRmix 

and it is wrong to pretend otherwise.  In STRmix these 

include artefact management and the number of contributors.  

The other variables such as AT are pre-set and should not be 

varied on a case by case basis.  Most of the TrueAllele errors 

we have identified relate to artefact mismanagement by the 

software.  This does not appear to be the case in Hillary.  In 

Hillary TrueAllele appears to have erred by over-fitting.   



 

This slide gives Perlin's view of TrueAllele (termed 

Bayesian) and STRmix (termed incomplete).   

 

STRmix does not have a probability of dropout explicitly and 

there is no "set dropout" step.  The threshold is the 

laboratory’s validated AT.  We use calibration data to set the 

stutter ratios and reasonable bounds for the variance terms.  

We have fewer variables than TrueAllele.  In head-to-head 

trials where the two software differ, STRmix is correct based 

on ground truth.  In the cases studied in trials or in Hillary, 

TrueAllele appears to go astray by trying to use data that is 

too low and, hence, unreliable, or by over-fitting which will 

arise from too many variables and no calibration.   

 

The match statistic reported for the case was 300,000.  The value of 10 million 

was an upper bound from an earlier statement before we had forward stutter 

modelling.  Below is the exact text from the earlier statement. 

 

"We have analyzed the profiles with and without the peaks in forward stutter 

positions.  The evidence is at least 104 (without peaks in forward stutter 

positions) or 107 (with peaks in forward stutter positions) times more likely if 

Mr Hillary is one of the donors than if he is not any of the donors.  The removal 

of the peaks in forward stutter positions actually punishes the analysis since these peaks now have to be modelled 

as drop-out."   

 

The value of 1:250 comes from dividing the STRmix template values and is an estimate.  At these low levels it 

would have low precision (but acceptable accuracy).  Perlin's own estimate when he was working for the 

prosecution was 5%.  His assertion of exclusionary data is also recent and did not appear in his emails when he was 

working for the prosecution. 



 

 

This slide is adjusted by Perlin from material disclosed at the trial.  

he has added the cells and some text.  The major error is that this is 

for one replicate whereas three replicates were used for Hillary.  

Perlin has the three replicate information available to him, but has 

not shown that.  This is poor form by Perlin.   

 

I note that this slide states that mixture validation was undertaken to 

1:25 and then shows data to 1:250.  In truth, we provided for the 

court a validation to 1:250, but we have only published validations to 

lower ratios.  We have also done trials at 0% mixture proportion.  

This is one of the SWGDAM recommendations which suggest you 

try one extra contributor.  Hence if it is a 3 person mix, treat it as a 

4.  This is 0% of the 4th contributor. 

 

The data in the graphs is not a match to the Hillary chemistry and kit 

(Hillary is Id+ on a 3500).  In the experiment behind this graph, it is 

Globalfiler 400pg amplifications on a 3130.   

 

The amplifications in Hillary were 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0ng (not the 400pg 

used in the trials in the graph).  If we use 1:100, this equates to 10,15 

and 20pg of the trace.  Even if we use Perlin's 1:250, this is 4, 6, and 

8pg.   

 

The 30rfu threshold is on the 3130.  The Hillary profiles are on a 3500.  These machines have different 

behaviors.  Perlin disregards this difference because TrueAllele scales with the noise.  STRmix does not do 

these.  Hence these two machines are VERY different.  This is widely known. 

 

Even with all these errors by Perlin, the slide shows reliable performance.  I call logLRs between -3 and +3 as 

uninformative.  STRmix is reliably reporting the profile as uninformative when it is uninformative.  See 

STRmix experiments for an explanation of why we get a band about zero. 

 

The uninformative range is defined on the y axis (based on LR), not the x-axis (based on template).  Perlin is 

wrong to place this on template or ratio.  It is placed on LR.  This leads me to two questions: 

 

1.  Has he done these types of experiments with TrueAllele? 

2.  If not why not, if so what are the answers? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



At left is a graph showing the true o and false  donor * 

experiments for the same data with the three replicates done 

together.  The dotted horizontal lines are at LR = 1,000 and 

300,000.  The biggest LR for a false contributor that I can find 

is 8,401 and occurs for the 200:1. 

 

This graph shows the correct behavior for the LR as 

information is removed.  The logLR should trend to a band 

about 0. 

 

 

I do not know what the "data choices" and "All stutters" 

columns are.  The AT for New York State Police is 50rfu (on 

a 3500, this is low enough).  I do not get any of these 

numbers.  I hypothesise that Perlin, who is untrained in 

STRmix, has left in artefacts or not turned on drop-in when he 

went below 50rfu.  Both are needed and either would avoid 

the false exclusions he is showing. 

 

As for the last sentence ("Different data choices different 

answers"), this is, of course, what should happen.  If you 

change the input, you should change the output.  I 

hypothesize that at 40 and 30rfu, Perlin has input false data 

and provoked false exclusions by leaving in artefacts and not 

turning on drop-in.   

 

The STRmix input file (which Dr Perlin has) shows data at 

positions 9,10,11,12,16 (shown below).  These were all the 

allelic positions with data above 50rfu.  The histogram and 

caption at left is simply incorrect.  The D8 input is shown 

below. 

 

 
 

I think he is referring, inappropriately, to my obligate minor 

allele table which was for the RMP statistic.  This has 

absolutely nothing to do with STRmix 
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The LR for the D18 locus is 0.950-0.983, depending on the 

database used.  Perlin has misread the output or maybe done 

some maths I do not recognize.  The weight for Hp and Hd 

are the same in STRmix, so I do not know what his maths are.  

Recall that Perlin is untrained in STRmix use.  We do not 

know how he obtained STRmix, but we do not give it to 

untrained people. 

 

The highlighting was done by Perlin, but the words are indeed 

"his Honor's." The "pick and choose" refers to my use of the 

Toronto parameters for NYSP. Toronto has the same kit and 

chemistry.  Pick and choose is a bit harsh, but it is what his 

Honor wrote.  I feel that I used my judgement and knowledge 

of how much these parameters vary between labs.  I also did a 

sensitivity study moving the variances up and down and 

observing what happened.   

 

There is no need to demand a working software program or 

these other materials, they are all available.   

 

The software is offered to defense free of charge (although 

there is an installation fee from the installer who is not us).  

We will not provide to a competing developer. 

 

Please don't vary the AT.  Who would do that!  Data below 

the AT may be any mix of real peaks, artefacts or noise.  This 

is how Perlin has misused STRmix. 

My opinion 

 

• We do not have ground truth 

• I need to score using my subjective judgement about the value of the profile 

• STRmix looks “about right” 

• We have third-party analysis showing where TrueAllele went wrong 

• This is a relatively unusual event.  STRmix and TrueAllele usually get the same answer.  Where they differ 

in our trials STRmix is correct based on ground truth. 

• I repeat my invitation to Perlin to discuss the scientific aspects off-line. 

 

 



 


